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Abstract Slip—weakening}s ore of the characteristics of geolcgical materials under

certain Ioadings Non-uniform rock structure may exist in the vicinity of the slip su rface for

a rock slope Some portion of the slip surface may be penetrated but the other not．For

the Iatter case the crack or the fauIt su rface will undorgo shear deformation before it

becomes a successive surface under a certain Icading．As the slipped portion advances．

sIip-weakening OCCU rs over a distance behind lhe crack tiD In the weakening zone．the

shear strength wilI decrease frOm its peak value to residuaf friction Ievel The stress wi(f

redistribute along the surface of crack and ln the weakening zone Tbus the changed IocaI

stress concentration Ieads the crack to extend and the ratio of penetration of the slip

su rface lo increase From the view of large-scale for the whole slip surface the shear

strength wilI decrease due to the damage of Interior rock structure and lhe faulted rock

behaves as a softening mateda／Such a埘ed of mec,hanism performs ma large P,umber of

practical Iandslides in the Zones experienced strong earthquakes lt should be noted that

the mechanism mentioned above is different from that of the breakage of StructuraI clay．

in which the geological materia|is regarded as a medium containing structural lumps and

structu ral bands．In this paper．the softening behavior of a faulted rock should be

regarded as a comprehensive result of the whole complicated process including

slip-weakening，redistribution of stress，exlension of crack tip．and the penetration of the

slip surface This process is accompanied by prog ressive failu re and abrupt structuraI

damage The size of slip—weakening zone is related to lhe undergoing strain Once lhe

relative slide is initiated flocal or integrated)．fhe effecl of slip-weakening wilI behave in a

certaln length behind the crack tip untiI the formation of the whole s|iP surface
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1 Introduction

The damage OE failure of faulted rock slope is a quite difficult probZem in geotechni—

cal engineering，and attention has been drawn from researchers for a long time．Apart

from the toppling damage of steep slopes，most of the failure pattern of faulted rock
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slopes is shear-typed．The failure process of such a slope includes：initiation and devel—

opment of a single micro—crack，breakthrough of two or more cracks，forotation of fail-

tire zones，and even shear damage in large scale In general，a crushed shear band will be

formed in such a kind of failure process⋯．Under static loadings such as gravity or en—

gineefing building，the rock material withhl a certain zone behind the tip of a crack／fault

will behave strain-softening property due t0 the action of sIress erosion or chemical ero—

sion．Similarly,slip-weakening as a characteristic will occur in the vicinity of the nD of

crack／fault under seismic loadings due to cyclic fatigue or slide relatively．In such a case，

stick slipping will occur on the crack surfaces．

From the viewpoint of microscope，the slip．weakening characteristic of rock materials

cail be used to explore the initiation and extension of micro—cracks．From the angle of

local region，combining the shear failure pattem，slip—weakening may be considered as

strain．softening．After the failure of this local region．which may be the resnit of exten—

sion of one main crack or integration of many micro．cracks．the stress field will be re—

distributed，and rock matefial in the adjacent region along a certain direction will exhibit

slip-weakening property Such a new local region should be located behind the new tip

of main crack or at a zone with rock material undergoing larger shear strain．This kind of

failure for a faulted rock slope performs as a progressive pattern，and results in a shear

band．i e．出e slip surface of the slope

By using the slip—weakening characteristic，the mechanism of progressive failure for a

kind of faulted rock slope is analyzed in terms of local strain softening method in this

Paper．

2 Failure mechanism ofa faulted rock slope due to slip·weakening

The results of geological survey showed that faults，cracks or joints exist abundantly

in rock slopes or stack layers．Some cracks are connected but others not．For rock mate—

rial with a crack under shear stress，slip—weakening phenomena will occur in the region

behind the crack卸before extension of the crack”1．The characteristic of slip-weakening

for faulted rocks is quite different from the structural damage of natural clays，nor the

shear dilation of rock-soil material

Studying the damage ofnatural clays．Shen and his colleaguest-’11 proposed structural

damage models based oil the survey to natural clays and laboratory experiments．For the

constitutive model of natural structural clays，because the distribution of cementation

action is non．uniform，the geological material is conceptualized as binary stmcturaI

bodies consisting of bended blocks and weakened bonds，in which the strong cemented

zones are bonded blocks and the others are weakened bonds In the damage process of a

structural geological material，cementational force decreases progressively and frictional

force takes effect simultaneously It can also be considered that the banded blocks be—

come failure progressively and the weakened bends extend at the sanle time．The be—

havior of such kinds of geological materials performs as strain softening in macro—scale．
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Then，the damage process of a structural geological material can be divided into three

stages：1)the structure of soil becomes damaged；2)the weakened bonds form progres—

sively and the shear strength of material in the bonds decreases；and 3)the slide is initi—

ated

As to the property of shear dilation for the geological material．though it indeed oe—

curs in the process of frictional sliding as indicated in ref．[7]，the furnler study also

showed that shear dilation is the direct result of the initiation，opening，and extension of

micro．cracks．Seemingly,bodi shear dilation and slip—weakening exhibit that the shear

strength decreases from a Deak value to a residual one after sliding．but the essential dif-

ference of them is the specific zones．The softening zone induced by shear dilation gen—

erally means a small region in the vicinity of the contact surfaces．including existing

crack and new—developed micro—cracks before and after damage．However,the

slip—weakening zone is behind the crack tip within a certain size．which is determined by

die original size of the crack，the charactefistic of the interface．the state of stress and

local stress concentration．and slipped displacement(or shear strain)Fig l ilhistrates

the slip—weakening zone in a faulted rock after a certain relative displacelnent，in which

tis shear stress．and“is the relative displacement of two surfaces of crack．

Fig 1 Schematic diagram of slip—weakening zonein afaulted rock under shearforce

For a faulted rock slope under a certain loading，the inner stress behind the crack tip is

redistributed due to slip-weakening，and the concentration of stress is intensified．So the

crack develops further along a certain direction，the structure of rock soil becomes dam-

aged，and at last，the whole slip surface is breakthrough and landslide Occurs．Hence，

slip-weakening is one of the reasons causing landslide for some faulted rock slopes．

It should be noted血at．for the above—mentioned type of landslide．the formation of

slip surface is different from that of the geological shear faultage，which may cause

strong earthquake in a large seale．The precondition for the foirner is that the slope will

slide as a whole but not initiate yet．the local rock structure is still integrated．and the

whole slip surface is still not penetrated．The result of slip．weakening leads tIle shear

strength to decrease in the vicinity of the crack tip，the stress state to redistribute，the

stress concentration to intensify,and the original crack to extend or new micro—cracks to
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develop．At last，the whole slip surface becomes progressively breakthrough and land—

slide Occurs．

3 Slip-weakening zone and the shearstrength

3．1 Range of slip—weakening zone

Palmer and Rice[8】assumed that the shear strength is m linear relation with slipping

displacement，and they gave out the mathematical expression of the size of weakening
zone behind the tip of crack as follows：

R= !堡生：
4(1一V)(t—o)

m which G is shear modulus．vthe Poisson’s ratio．d+the relative slipping displacement，

and磊，哥-the peak of shear strength and residual shear strength respectively．

A similar result was given in reL【2】，in which the size of weakening zone is ex-

pressed as

R： !兰笪
4(1一v)(rc—n)

wherethevalue ofparameter<inmost cases：<=1-I-0．11

3．2 Shear strength in the slip—weakening zone

(2)

In general，the relation between the weakening shear strength and slipping displace—

ment in slip—weakening zone is obtained from laboratory test．Sometimes a simplified

model can be introduced to describe the above relation附1．Just like in ref．[2j。the Iin．

ear relationship is employed，i．e．

—T-—r：：卜兰， (3)
t—tf wc

in which f is shear strength while the slipping displacement is“，Wc=8"／2 the largest

weakening displacement before damage，W the weakening displacement，and its series

expression is

n％(“)=d。屁n+3／2∥+3，2， n=1,2，⋯ (4)

in which口。is a constant with dimension㈦1一”．

Fig．2 shows the f—w curve having been given in ref．[2】according to a triaxial test

result for a granite

4 Numerical simulation for progressive failure of a faulted rock slope

According to the analysis above，a numerical simulation for the progressive failure
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Fig 2 Shear strength Tversus slip displacementW ofatriaxiallytested granite specimen

progress of a faulted rock slope is carried out by using the finite difference method．Tb

achieve this computing WOrk．a commercial program called FLAC’”is employed here．

During the process，the selection of slip—weakening zone and its direction is controlled

by the inner language．A schematic diagram of a faulted rock slope with slope gradient

2：l is shown in Fig 3．Tbe parameters used in the simulating allalysis arc：density of

rock material 7=2．6 kN／m。．Young’s modulus 2．57×10’MPa．and Poisson’s ratio 0．28

Elasto·plashc model is taken as the constitutive relation for the rock material，and

Mohr-Coulomb model is also employed as failure criterion In the slip—weakening zone．

the rock material behaves in macro．scale as a strain softening one．The initial cohesive

coefficient is c=140 kPa and inner frictional angle is够=45。．For the model bedrock．

we take it as an elastic material wim hi曲Young’s modulus The limit difference meshes

used for computation are shown in Fig．4．

Fig 3 Schematic diagram ofa faulted rock slope

4．1 Detemaination of slip—weakening zone and its developing direction

According to the description in sections 1 and 2 above and the weakening zone shown

in Fig 1，the primary analysis indicates that the slrain and the ratio of slrain in the vicinity
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of the crack tip are larger than that in the other part．that means concentration exists

there．做ing the crack tip as血e center of a circle，we select the radius for the circle

which includes the adjacent fonr meshes(note：only the four meshes)as shown in Fig．5

Then these four meshes are assumed to be the slip—weakening zone．According to the

computed strain field and the maximum sirain increment，the second center of weaken—

ing zone Call be determined．Analogically．the rest Can be done in order until the weak—

ening zone reaches the boundary of the slope．which indicates血at the slip surface be—

comes breakthrough completely．Such a method also can be regarded as an application

of the theory of strain localization．

Fig 4 Mesh for computation with FLAC30

Fig．5 Modelsfordetermination of slip—weakening zone

Generally,the four cases may Occur while one selects the developing direction of the

weakening zone：two in—order types(see Fig．6(a)and(b))and two deviation types(see

Fig．6(c)and(d))．No matter which type we met，the developing direction should be de—

termined based on that of the maximum strain，and the center of new weakening zone

should be aimed at the closest node

4．2 Simulating results of progressive failure for a faulted rock slope

The strain-softening cuiwe of the rock material in slip—weakening zone is shown in

Fig．7．It should be noted that，in ref．[2】，a linear relation between shear stress and strain
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Fig 6 Demrntinationforthe developingtrend of slip—weakening zone

Shear豉rain

F19．7(a)Cohesive consmnt versus shear strain；(b)friction angle versus shear strain

is taken．The linear relation is also mentioned and experimentally testified in refs[9--

11]．Fig 8(a)illustrates the initial distribution of shear strain increment in the weakening

zone of the tip of crack．Fig 8(b)一∞show the evolution of the strain increment field in

the whole failure process of the formation of sup surface．

From Fig．8 we can get the failure process of the faulted rock slope，Slip—weakening

occurs in the vicinity of the tjp of crack due to stress conccntra|lon(Fig 8(a))．The shear

strength decreases in the weakening zone(strain—softening)，and the local failure result

leads the slide to develop progressively．In Fig．8，the local failure zone has evolved into a

failure band．Thus，we can focus on studying the failtrre band instead of the exlension of
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(a)

(e) (O

Fig 8 Progressivefailureprocess ofafaulted rock slope

micro—cracks Fig，8(0 shows the further slide after the breakthrough of the crack(i．e
the formation of the slip surface)

5 Concluding remarks

Slip—weakening is one of the properties of intact or faulted rock．Under a certain

loading，especially，strong seismic loadings，the shear strength decreases and the stress is

redistributed due to a relative slide in the vicinity of the tip of crack in a slope．The high

stress concentration there leads the crack to extend，and the slip surface to become

breakthrough，then the whole slope to become damage．Hence，slip—weakening is one of

the mechanisms of landslide or toppling for rock slopes，especially for faulted rock

slopes．The similar mechanism may adapt for the stack layers．So further study needs to

be done for slip—weakening．Exploration for the determination of weakening zone and its

developing trend can let the formation process of progressive failure and breakthrough
be more cladfied
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